High resolution analysis of genomic aberrations by metaphase and array comparative genomic hybridization identifies candidate tumour genes in lung cancer cell lines.
Tumours develop from clonally expanded population of cells harbouring aberrations of oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes. In this study, metaphase and array comparative genomic hybridization showed good correlation of aberration profiles in lung adenocarcinoma cell lines from patients with different tobacco exposure. Recurrent DNA gains were found at chromosomes 1, 7, 8, 17, 20, and deletions at 1, 3, 8, 9, 10, 12, 17, 18, 19. Candidate tumour loci and encompassed genes at 7p21 (AGR2), 8q21(TPD52), 20q13 (ZNF217, WFDC2, EEF1A2) and 10p15 (KLF6) were analyzed by dual colour FISH for genomic changes and quantitative PCR for expression changes. Results indicated that EEF1A2 and KLF6 were strong candidates of oncogene and tumour suppressor genes, respectively. This study illustrates, a practical strategy for identifying candidate cancer genes from microarray data.